Real-world designs usually consist of parts with inter-part dependencies, i.e., the geometry of one part is dependent on one or multiple other parts. We can represent such dependency in a part dependency graph. This paper presents a method for synthesizing these types of hierarchical designs using generative models learned from examples. It decomposes the problem of synthesizing the whole design into synthesizing each part separately but keeping the inter-part dependencies satisfied. Specifically, this method constructs multiple generative models, the interaction of which is based on the part dependency graph. We then use the trained generative models to synthesize or explore each part design separately via a low-dimensional latent representation, conditioned on the corresponding parent part(s). We verify our model on multiple design examples with different inter-part dependencies. We evaluate our model by analyzing the constraint satisfaction performance, the synthesis quality, the latent space quality, and the effects of part dependency depth and branching factor. This paper's techniques for capturing dependencies among parts lay the foundation for learned generative models to extend to more realistic engineering systems where such relationships are widespread.
Introduction
Representing a high-dimensional design space with a lower-dimensional latent space makes it easier to explore, visualize, or optimize complex designs. This often means finding a latent representation, or a manifold, along which valid designs, such as geometries, lie [1, 2] .
While this works well for single parts, designs usually * Address all correspondence to this author.
have multiple parts with inter-part dependencies. For example, the size and position of a conduit, lightening, or alignment hole in an airframe structure depend on the shape of the airfoil. We can describe inter-part dependencies in a design by using a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This DAG captures whether the geometry of a part depends on the geometry of its parent part(s). In this case, one may want to identify first the parent manifold that captures major variation of parent shapes, and then the child manifold that captures major variation of feasible child shapes conditioned on any parent shape ( Fig. 1) . Because, for example, we may first optimize the airfoil shape on the airfoil manifold (parent) to obtain the optimal lift and drag; and then given the optimal airfoil, we may optimize the hole's size and position on the hole manifold (child) for other considerations like light-weighting, etc. However, finding individual part manifolds that both represent the design space well, while also satisfying part configuration, is non-trivial. Traditionally, to learn the inter-part dependency, one has to either define explicit constraints [3, 4] or learn implicit constraints via adaptive sampling [2, 5] . The former uses hard-coded (often applicationspecific) constraints and hence lacks flexibility; whereas the latter queries external sources by human annotation, experiment, or simulation, and thus is expensive. In this paper, we solve these problems by instead learning these constraints given examples. We assume that we only have the prior knowledge on inter-part dependencies, but not the specific types of constraints (e.g., concentric, alignment, tangent, etc.) that confine the geometry of each part. We do this by identifying different levels of manifolds, where the higherlevel (parent) manifold imposes implicit constraints on the lower-level (child) manifolds. We propose a deep generative model that synthesizes designs in a hierarchical manner ac- cording to those inter-part dependencies: it first synthesizes parent parts, and then synthesizes parts conditioned on those parent parts and so on. At each level, the model simultaneously captures a parent manifold and an infinite number of child manifolds which are conditioned on parent parts. This results in latent spaces that can synthesize and search each part individually as well as their assemblies. Importantly, our method is fully data-driven and requires no hard-coded rules or querying external sources, except for providing an example dataset of designs with part correspondence and known inter-part dependencies. For designs without part correspondence, we can apply unsupervised co-segmentation [6] as a pre-processing step.
The paper's key contributions are as follows:
1. A novel deep generative model architecture that simultaneously learns a design's inter-part dependencies and each part's geometry variation conditioned on the corresponding parent part(s). It decouples each part's latent space so that we can perform design space exploration in separate low-dimensional latent spaces. 2. New benchmark datasets-both real-world and synthetic-that can be used for studying different kinds of inter-part dependencies including: type of geometric constraints, depth of hierarchy, and branching factor of parent/child relationships. This dataset can aid in future evaluation of generative models of hierarchical parts. 3. Characterizing the effects of sample size and part dependencies' complexity (depth and branching factor) on the synthesis performance of our generative model. 4. A new evaluation metric for generative models that measures the consistency of shape variation in the latent space.
Related Work
Our work produces generative models that synthesize designs from latent representations. There are primarily two streams of related research from the fields of engineering design and computer graphics-Specifically, design space dimensionality reduction and design synthesis. We also review generative adversarial networks (GANs) [7] , which we use to build our model.
Design Space Dimensionality Reduction
While designs can be parametrized by various techniques [8] , the number of design variables (i.e., the dimensionality of a design space) increases with the geometric variability of designs. In tasks like design optimization, to find better designs we usually need a design space with higher variability, i.e., higher dimensionality. This demand creates the problem of exploring a high-dimensional design space. Based on the curse of dimensionality [9] , the cost of exploring the design space grows exponentially with its dimensionality. Thus, researchers have studied approaches for reducing the design space dimensionality. Normally, dimensionality reduction methods identify a lower-dimensional latent space that captures most of the design space's variability. This can be grouped into linear and non-linear methods.
Linear dimensionality reduction methods select a set of optimal directions or basis functions where the variance of shape geometry or certain simulation output is maximized. Such methods include the Karhunen-Loève expansion (KLE) [10, 11] , principal component analysis (PCA) [12] , and the active subspaces approach [13] .
In practice, it is more reasonable to assume that design variables lie on a non-linear manifold, rather than a hyperplane. Thus, researchers also apply non-linear methods to reduce the dimensionality of design spaces. This non-linearity can be achieved by (1) applying linear reduction techniques locally to construct a non-linear global manifold [14, 15, 16, 17, 12] ; (2) using kernel methods with linear reduction techniques (i.e., using linear methods in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space that then induces non-linearity in the original design space) [1, 12] ; (3) latent variable models like Gaussian process latent variable model (GPLVM) and generative topographic mapping (GTM) [18] ; and 4) neural networks based approaches such as self-organizing maps [19] and autoencoders [20, 1, 12, 21] .
This work differs from these past approaches in that we aim at identifying two-level latent spaces with the lowerlevel encodes inter-part dependencies, rather than learning only one latent space for the complete design.
Data-Driven Design Synthesis
Design synthesis methods can be divided into two categories: rule-based and data-driven design synthesis. The former (e.g., grammars-based design synthesis [22, 4, 3] ) requires labeling of the reference points or surfaces and defining rule sets, so that new designs are synthesized according to this hard-coded prior knowledge; while the latter learns rules/constraints from a database and generates plausible new designs with similar structure/function to exemplars in the database.
Usually dimensionality reduction techniques allow inverse transformations from the latent space back to the design space, thus can synthesize new designs from latent variables [11, 1, 12, 21] . For example, under the PCA model, the latent variables define a linear combination of principal components to synthesize a new design [11] ; for local manifold based approaches, a new design can be synthesized via interpolation between neighboring points on the local manifold [17] ; and under the autoencoder model, the trained decoder maps any given point in the latent space to a new design [20, 21] . Researchers have also employed generative models such as kernel density estimation [23] , Boltzmann machines [24] , variational autoencoders (VAEs) [25] , and generative adversarial nets (GANs) [26, 27] to learn the distribution of samples in the design space, and synthesize new designs by drawing samples from the learned distribution. Discriminative models like deep residual networks [28] are also used to generate 3D shapes.
These aforementioned models synthesize a design or a shape as a whole. There are methods that synthesize new shapes by assembling or reorganizing parts from an existing shape database, while preserving the desired structures [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] . The shapes are usually parametrized by high-level abstract representations, such as hand-crafted feature vectors [30] or shape grammars [31] . While these methods edit shapes at a high-level, they do not control the local geometry of each synthesized component.
Previously the inter-part dependencies of shapes have been modeled by grammar induction [31] , kernel density estimation [34] , probabilistic graph models [29, 30, 24] , and recursive autoencoders [27] . Those methods handle part relations and design synthesis separately. In contrast, our method encodes part relations through the model architecture, so that it simultaneously learns the inter-part dependencies and single part geometry variation. The model can also be used for inferring the generative distribution of each part conditioned on any parent part.
Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative adversarial nets [7] model a game between a generative model (generator) and a discriminative model (discriminator). The generative model maps an arbitrary noise distribution to the data distribution (i.e., the distribution of designs in our scenario), thus can generate new data; while the discriminative model tries to perform classification, i.e., to distinguish between real and generated data (Fig. 2) . The generator G and the discriminator D are usually built with deep neural networks. As D improves its classification ability, G also improves its ability to generate data that fools D. Thus, the objective of GAN is
where x x x is sampled from the data distribution P data , z z z is sampled from the noise distribution P z z z , and G(z z z) is the generator distribution. A trained generator thus can map from the predefined noise distribution to the distribution of designs. The noise input z z z is considered as the latent representation in the dimensionality reduction scenario, since z z z captures the vari- One advantage GANs hold over Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [35] is that GANs tend to generate more realistic data [36] . But a disadvantage of the original GAN formulation is that it cannot learn an interpretable latent representation. Built upon these "vanilla" GANs, the Info-GAN [37] aims at regularizing the latent representation of the data space by maximizing a lower bound of the mutual information between a set of latent codes c c c and the generated data. The generator is provided with both z z z and c c c. Thus, the generator distribution
where H(c c c) is the entropy of the latent codes, and Q(c c c|x x x) is called the auxiliary distribution which approximates P(c c c|x x x). We direct interested readers to [37] for the derivation of L I . The InfoGAN objective combines L I with the standard GAN objective:
where λ is a weight parameter. In practice, H(c c c) is treated as constant if the distribution of c c c is fixed. The auxiliary distribution Q is parametrized by a neural network-here we call it the auxiliary network.
In our design synthesis scenario, the latent codes c c c can represent any continuous or discrete factor that controls the geometry of the design, e.g., the upper/lower surface protrusion of the airfoil.
Previously there are GAN-based models that generates specific types of data (i.e., images and videos) by a two-level hierarchy [38, 39] . For example, a generator first generates the structure of an image, and then conditioned on that structure, another generator generates the texture of that image. In the case of design synthesis, it is intuitive to generate each design component given all its dependencies, which results in a hierarchical model structure with multiple levels of generators.
Method
In this section we introduce our proposed deep neural network architecture and its training details.
Problem Formulation
We can use a directed acyclic graph to define inter-part dependencies of a design. We call this graph a part dependency graph. For example, suppose we want to design an airfoil with two holes inside (top left in Fig. 3 ). We might first design the airfoil (Part A), and then set the position and diameter of one hole (Part B) based on the shape of the airfoil, followed by the design of the second hole (Part C) based on both the airfoil shape and the first hole. Thus, the dependencies can be expressed by the graph shown in the bottom left of Fig. 3 .
This paper deals with a design synthesis and design space exploration problem, where we have a database of geometric designs, each of which has multiple parts. We have no prior knowledge on the specific types of constraints that confine the geometry of each part, but only inter-part dependencies. We propose a model that learns to synthesize designs based on those inter-part dependencies. We want to use this model to (1) correctly synthesize each part that follows both the shape feasibility and the dependency constraints;
and (2) use a low-dimensional latent spaces C to represent the design spaces X of each part. The ability to learn separate representations of each part is useful for decomposing a design space exploration problem (e.g., in design optimization).
Desired latent spaces satisfy the following requirements:
1. Any child latent space should be conditioned on a parent shape (e.g., for the design in Fig. 3 , any latent space of the first hole should be conditioned on an airfoil). 2. Major variability across designs in the database should be captured by those latent spaces. 3. Designs should changes consistently as we moves along any basis of the latent space. This regularity/consistency/smoothness will improve latent space design exploration and optimization.
To meet the first requirement we construct a composite generative model-a model with multiple generators, each of which learns a (conditional) generative distribution of a part from the design. We ensure the rest of the requirements by adapting InfoGAN's architecture and objective, i.e., conditioning the generator on latent codes and maximizing a lower bound of the mutual information between the synthesized designs and their latent representations. This is known to (1) make latent codes target salient features of the designs, and (2) disentangle the latent representation of the data space [37] . We introduce the details of our model's architecture in the following section.
Model Architecture
To learn separate distributions/representations of each part, we use a generative adversarial net with multiple generators/auxiliary networks. We call this network the Hierarchical Generative Adversarial Networks (HGAN). An example of its architecture is shown in Fig. 3 . We use multiple generators to synthesize different parts in a design. The interaction between generators/auxiliary networks changes with the part dependency graph. The latent code c c c j defines the latent representation of the j-th part, where j = 1, ..., n, and n is the number of parts. The generator G j learns a (conditional) shape distribution P(x x x j |c c c j , x x x Par( j) ), where Par( j) denotes the set of parent(s) of the j-th part. For the example in Fig. 3 , Par(A) = / 0, Par(B) = {A}, and Par(C) = {A, B}. The output distribution P G j = G j (c c c j , z z z j ,x x x Par( j) ) represents the distribution of the synthesized partx x x j , wherex x x Par( j) denotes the synthesized parent part(s) of x x x j , and z z z j is the noise input to G j .
The auxiliary network Q j predicts the latent code distribution of the corresponding part, i.e., to estimate the conditional distributions P(c c c j |x x x j , x x x Par( j) ). The discriminator D predicts whether a full design is from the database or generated by generators. A properly trained D should distinguish designs with unrealistic or mismatched parts.
The objective of HGAN is expressed as
where {G j } and {Q j } denotes the set of generators and auxiliary networks, respectively. The first term in Eqn. (4) denotes the standard GAN objective:
The second term in Eqn. (4) is the lower bound of the mutual information between the latent codes and the synthesized designs:
Experiments
To demonstrate the performance of our model, we built six datasets with different ground-truth inter-part dependencies. We train the proposed network on these datasets, and evaluate the generative performance, constraint satisfaction, and the latent space property through qualitative and quantitative measures.
Experimental Setup 4.1.1 Dataset.
We created the following datasets, as shown in In addition, we control the part dependency graph's depth and branching factor by adding more circles/ellipses to SCC/SEoEi. This results in six extra datasets-S, SC, SCCC, SCCCC, SEEE, and SEEEE. Here the dataset of superformulas (S) is used as a baseline where no inter-part dependency is presented.
Specifically, the airfoil shapes are from the UIUC airfoil coordinates database 2 , which provides the Cartesian coordinates for nearly 1,600 airfoils. Each airfoil is re-parametrized and represented with 64 Cartesian coordinates, resulting in a 64 × 2 matrix.
database.html
Though targeted for real-world applications, the airfoils may not be a perfect experimental dataset to visualize the latent space, because the ground truth intrinsic dimension (ID) 3 of the airfoil dataset is unknown. Thus, we create another synthetic dataset using superformulas and ellipses, the IDs of which are controllable. The superformula is a generalization of the ellipse [40] . We generate superformulas using the following equations:
where s 1 , s 2 ∈ [0, 1], and (x, y) is a Cartesian coordinate. For each superformula, we sample 64 evenly spaced θ from 0 to 2π, and get 64 grid-point Cartesian coordinates. Equations (7) show that we can control the deformation of the superformula shape with s 1 and s 2 . Thus, the ground truth ID of our superformula dataset is two. For further details on how to modify the superformula parameters to adjust the ID, complexity, and number of manifolds see [1] . The other shapes (e.g., circles and ellipses) are also rep-resented using 64 Cartesian coordinates. The ground truth ID of ellipses in SE, SEoEi, and SEiEo is two, since we fix their centers and only change their semi-major axis and semiminor axis lengths. The ground truth ID of circles in SCC is also two, since they can change their radii and move tangential to the superformulas. The Part B (circle) in AH and AHH has a ground truth ID of three, as both their centers and radii can change; while the Part C in AHH has a ground truth ID of two, since the y-coordinate of its center is fixed. Figure 5 shows samples drawn from each dataset.
For each dataset, we run experiments with sample sizes ranging from 500 to 10,000.
Network and Training.
We implement our airfoil/superformula generators by adopting the generator architecture of the BézierGAN [41, 42] . The circle/ellipse generators first generate shape parameters (e.g., the center coordinates and the radius for a circle), and then convert them into grid-point coordinates using corresponding parametric functions. For a generator with parent parts as inputs, we use an encoder to convert each parent part into a feature vector before concatenating all inputs and feeding them into the generator. Similarly, we use an encoder to convert each generated part into a feature vector before feeding them into the auxiliary networks and the discriminator. The use of encoders reduces the model complexity by reducing the input dimension of the generators, the auxiliary networks and the discriminator. But one has to carefully choose the feature vector dimensions to avoid loss of information from dimensionality reduction.
At training, we sample the latent codes from uniform distribution U(0,1), and the noise inputs from normal distribution N (0, 0.25). The hyper-parameter λ in Eqn. (4) was set to 0.1 in all experiments. The network was optimized using Adam [43] with the momentum terms β 1 = 0.5 and β 2 = 0.999. The learning rates were set to 0.0001. The total number of training steps was 100,000. The batch size was 32.
Interested readers who wish to reproduce our exact architectures, hyper-parameters, and training procedures are directed to our code located on GitHub 4 . The training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. We used TensorFlow [44] to build the networks. We trained our networks on a Nvidia Titan X GPU. For each experiment, the training process took around 2.2 hours for SE and AH, and 3 hours for other examples. The inference took less than 10 seconds.
Results and Discussion
We evaluated the performance of our trained generative models using both visual inspection (Figs. 6-10 ) and quantitative measures (Fig. 11) . We analyze the effect of sample size and problem complexity on those quantitative performance metrics. for j = 1 : n do 8:
Sample {c c c 1 j , ..., c c c m j } from a uniform distribution 9: Sample {z z z 1 j , ..., z z z m j } from a normal distribution 10: end for Train Q 1 , ..., Q n and D using {x x x 1 , ...,x x x m }, fixing G 1 , ..., G n
15:
Train G 1 , ..., G n , fixing Q 1 , ..., Q n and D
16:
end for 17: end procedure
Visual Inspection.
The captured latent spaces for different examples are visualized in Figs. 6-9. All these plots are generated using a sample size of 10,000. The results show that each child latent space adjusts itself according to its parent part, so that the sizes/positions of child parts matches their parent parts. This indicates that the child generator figures out the implicit constraints encoded in data. The latent spaces capture major shape variations and show consistent shape change. For example, in Fig. 6 , the outer ellipse (middle subplot) has a consistently decreasing width from left to right, and increasing height from top to bottom. Interestingly, Fig. 8 shows that the circles (middle and right subplots) change in the latent space according to a polar coordinate system, instead of a Cartesian coordinate system like in other examples. For example, the inner circle's radius decreases with the radial coordinate, and its position moves with the angular coordinate. This behavior is interesting because we did not explicitly encode this polar-coordinate representation into the HGAN architecture-rather, the HGAN automatically learns that such a representation is appropriate for this constraint. Figure 10 shows that when we removed the mutual information lower bound L I in Eqn. (4), latent spaces either failed to capture major shape variation, or became entangled and inconsistent.
In the AHH example (Fig. 9 ), unfeasible synthesized designs occur when the two holes intersect. The figure shows that while the second hole moves from one side of the airfoil to the other side, it has to pass through a narrow unfeasible region. This unfeasible region cuts off the latent space, but the generator ignores this fact and learns a continuous latent space by interpolating designs inside the unfeasible region. The small volume of this unfeasible region may cause the discriminator to ignore it. In other words, the generator is willing to take the minor loss incurred by this small region of the infeasible design space in order to avoid making the latent space representation more complicated. To solve this problem, we can perform adaptive sampling in the latent space to more accurately identify the feasible region(s) [2, 5] .
Constraint Satisfaction.
We measure the precision of constraint satisfaction by computing the proportion of feasible designs among all the synthesized designs. We call this metric the Constraint Satisfaction Score (CSS). Specifically, different constraints define feasibility in different examples:
1. AH: Each point on the hole should be inside the airfoil. 2. AHH: (i) Each point on both holes should be inside the airfoil; (ii) the centers of the two holes should have a vertical distance of less than 0.01 (alignment constraint); 5 and (iii) the distance of the two centers should be larger than the sum of the two radii (non-intersection constraint). 5 All designs are rescaled such that the airfoils and the superformulas have unit widths. 3 . SE: (i) Each point on the ellipse should be inside the superformula; and (ii) The distance between the origin and the center of the ellipse should not exceed 0.01 (concentric constraint). 6 4. SEoEi: (i) Each point on both ellipses should be inside the superformula; (ii) both the semi-major and semiminor axis lengths of the first ellipse should be larger than the second one; and (iii) for both ellipses, the distance between their centers and the origin should not exceed 0.01 (concentric constraint). 5. SEiEo: Same as the SEoEi example, except that the first and the second ellipses are swapped. 6. SCC: For each circle with a center C o and a radius r, the difference between r and the distance from C o to the superformula should be less than 0.03 (tangent constraint).
The results on CSS in Fig. 11 show that the tangent constraint in the example SCC is the hardest to learn. But the learning performance improves with a larger sample size. The SE example outperforms SEoEi and SEiEo on CSS, which is expected since the task of learning constraints in SE can be considered as a sub-task in SEoEi and SEiEo. This also applies to AH and AHH. It is also expected that SEoEi outperforms SEiEo, since the two are dealing with the same design but the former has fewer dependencies.
Distance between Data and Generator Distributions.
We measure how well our generator approximates the real data distribution by computing the kernel maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [45] between the data and the generator distribution:
where k(x x x, x x x ) = exp − x x x − x x x 2 /(2σ 2 ) . A lower kernel MMD indicates that the generator distribution is closer to the data distribution.
The top middle plot in Fig. 11 shows the results of MMD. Here the SEoEi and SEiEo examples have similar MMD values, which suggests that synthesized designs in both examples have similar perceptual quality, despite the fact that SEiEo requires more model parameters to learn the additional dependency. The MMD plot provides insight into how realistic the generated designs can get as the training sample size changes. In general, MMD first decreases steeply with the sample size, and then reaches a plateau at some point. This point indicates the smallest sample size required to reach a "perceptually good" synthesis performance.
Diversity of Generated Designs.
A common problem in GANs' training is mode collapse, during which the generator only generates a few types of designs to fool the discriminator instead of properly learning the complete data distribution. Therefore it is important to measure the diversity of the synthesized designs. We use Relative Diversity (R-Div) to measure the relative level of variability captured by the generator.
We define the diversity of N samples X X X ∈ R d×N as 7
The R-Div metric can then be expressed as
where X X X g and X X X data denote the set of synthesized designs and designs from the dataset, respectively. A R-Div close to 0.0 means that there is little variation within the synthesized designs, which could be an indicator of mode collapse. A R-Div around 1.0 indicates that the synthesized designs have a similar level of variability with the dataset. Note that high diversity does not always indicate good performance, as there could be unrealistic designs being synthesized, which also contribute to diversity. Thus, we should view this metric in concert with the kernel MMD to determine how well the generator performs. Figure 11 shows that synthesized designs tend to have high divergence of R-Div when the sample size is small. Particularly, in the AHH example with a sample size of 500, the low R-Div combined with the high kernel MMD indicates the occurrence of mode collapse (Fig. 12) . Increasing the sample size stabilized the R-Div and eventually bounded it between 0.8 and 1.1.
Latent Space Consistency.
A desirable latent space has two properties: 1) disentanglement: each latent variable is related to only one factor; and 2) consistency: shapes change consistently along any basis of the latent space. Note that this consistency is evaluated along one direction at a time, since scales along different directions may vary. To the best of our knowledge, existing quantitative measurements for the first property-latent space disentanglement-are supervised, i.e., the ground-truth independent factors causing shape deformation have to be provided [46, 47, 48] . The second property is important for latent space design exploration. When searching for designs along a direction in the latent space, optimiza- The diversity is low in these randomly generated designs. tion algorithms and humans usually prefer if shapes change consistently, such that the objective function over the latent space is less complicated (i.e., has better Lipschitz continuity) and has fewer local optima.
We propose Latent Space Consistency (LSC) as a quantitative measure of how consistently shapes change along any basis of the latent space. Since change from one shape to another can be measured by their dissimilarity, distances between samples along a certain direction in the latent space should be consistent with the dissimilarity between those samples. We use Pearson correlation coefficient to measure this consistency. Algorithm 2 describes how to compute the LSC. The choice of the dissimilarity function d is not central to the overall method. In our experiments, we simply use the Euclidean distance to measure the dissimilarity of designs.
Both the middle plots in Figs. 6 and 7 show latent spaces with LSCs above 0.9. In contrast, the right plot in Fig. 10 provides a visual example of an LSC of around 0.56. The bottom plots in Fig. 11 shows that a larger sample size does G: the mapping from a latent space to a design space 3: m: the number of lines to be evaluated 4: n: the number of points sampled on each line 5: d: a dissimilarity function 6: C : the latent space 7: X : the design space Compute Pearson correlation coefficient:
sum := sum + ρ Return sum/m 18: end procedure not improve LSCs of Part A (at least with sample sizes in the range from 500 to 10,000), but improves the LSCs of Parts B and C in most cases.
Effect of Encoding Inter-Part Dependencies.
To further study the effect of encoding inter-part dependencies in the GAN, we compared the results of our HGAN with a standard InfoGAN, where there is only one generator and all parts are synthesized from a single latent space. The latent space dimension was set to the sum of all latent space dimensions in the HGAN experiments. Figure 13 visualizes the latent space learned by a standard InfoGAN. It shows that in each latent dimension, three parts change simultaneously, which indicates that the latent space does not disentangle each part's shape variation.
We also study the effects of part dependency graph's depth and branching factor on the model's synthesis performance. The examples S, SE, SEE, SEEE, and SEEEE simulate increasing depths, respectively; while the examples S, SC, SCC, SCCC, and SCCCC simulate increasing branch factors, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 14. The InfoGAN model is used as a base line where we do not encode inter-part dependencies. As expected for both HGAN and InfoGAN, CSS decreases with increased number of parts, since additional parts brings extra constraints. Theoretically, encoding inter-part dependencies introduces extra constraints to the model and hence complicates the overall task. However, based on the results, the HGAN shows no significant performance drop comparing to the InfoGAN, except for the CSS when increasing the branching factor and the R-Div when increasing the depth. Note that the MMD values are below 0.05 and do not change notably. The lower CSS or R-Div indicates that HGAN compromises its synthesis precision (i.e., the precision of satisfying constraints) or generator distribution's coverage for disentangling each part's latent space. We also included the training history of HGAN and InfoGAN in the online supplemental material.
Limitations and Future Work
One limitation of our approach is that it is difficult to achieve high precision in satisfying some constraints. This problem exists in all purely data-driven design methods, where there is no process of incorporating restricted constraints in the generative model or validating the constraint satisfaction of the outputs. While we can address this by encoding constraints explicitly in the generative model, this requires us to know these constraints in advance and create hand-coded rules for all types of constraints. For example, to generate concentric ellipses, one can simply fix the center of the second ellipse to have the same coordinate as the first one. However, it may be difficult to incorporate some constraints in the generative model (e.g., the constraint of one part being inside another). Also, it is sometimes hard to even know the type of the exact constraint between parts (e.g., aesthetic preferences when placing handles on a vase). Thus, here we assume that we have no prior knowledge on the types of constraints, and inter-part dependencies are the only knowledge we need for our model. Despite the limitation of purely data-driven design methods, they can be used in the conceptual design stage for exploring a wide range of design alternatives and inspiring novel designs. We can also use validation based on simulation, experiment, or human annotation to exclude infeasible synthesized designs when performing latent space exploration [2, 49] , which could be an interesting avenue for future work.
Another limitation is that all designs must have the same part dependency graph, which is impractical in some cases. For example, not all tables have four legs, thus for some designs their part dependency graphs might miss some nodes. Future study needs to address this situation.
Sometimes the design data is not partitioned into separate components. One possible solution to this problem is to apply unsupervised co-segmentation [6] to partition designs and establish correspondences between common components in different designs. Then we can use HGAN to learn the latent spaces and generate new designs.
Conclusion
We introduced a GAN-based generative model for synthesizing designs with inter-part dependencies. It decomposes the synthesis into synthesizing each part conditioned on the corresponding parent part. This also creates a conditioned low-dimensional latent representation that allows accelerated design exploration. This model is build for problems where design space exploration over the latent space has to be staged since the optimal solution of one part depends on the geometry of another. Such models can accelerate design optimization problems, which we are exploring in our future work.
An advantage of neural-network-based generative models (e.g., GANs and VAEs), compared to other dimensionality reduction models (e.g., PCA and GPLVM), is that one can define or regularize latent distributions. Our model adapts InfoGAN's mutual information objective to derive a consistent latent space, where the change of shapes is consistent along any basis of the latent space. This property is desirable in latent space design exploration, as the objective function over the latent space is less complicated and has less local optima.
We also created new benchmark datasets for studying different kinds of inter-part dependencies including: type of geometric constraints, depth of hierarchy, and branching factor of parent/child relationships. By using these datasets, we characterized the effects of sample size and part dependencies' complexity (depth and branching factor) on the synthesis performance of our generative model. We also proposed a new evaluation metric for generative models that measures the consistency of shape variation in the latent space. Compared to a standard InfoGAN, the HGAN disentangles each part's latent space at the cost of weakened synthesis precision when the branching of the part dependency increases.
The concept of decoupling the latent space of a design is important for design space exploration in general. It allows separate exploration and synthesis of each part, and helps us understand how different constraints control shape variation. Though we use GANs to achieve this goal, the idea of encoding inter-part dependencies, learning conditioned generative distributions, and the latent space analysis is also applicable to other generative models. Thus, this paper's techniques lay the foundation for learned generative models to extend to more realistic engineering systems where inter-part dependencies are widespread.
